True Crime Book List
Readers Day – November 2017

Killers of the Flower Moon: the Osage murders and the birth of the FBI / David Grann
BPL New Arrivals 976.6.G766k

American fire: love, arson, and life in a vanishing land / Monica Hesse
BPL New Arrivals 364.164.H463a

After the Eclipse: A Mother's Murder, a Daughter's Search / Sarah Perry
BPL New Arrivals On order

The man from the train: the solving of a century-old serial killer mystery / Bill James and Rachel McCarthy James
BPL New Arrivals 364.1523.J2313m

Mrs. Sherlock Holmes: the true story of New York’s City's greatest female detective and the 1917 missing girl case that captivated a nation / Brad Ricca
BPL New Arrivals 362.8297.R358m
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The fact of a body: a murder and a memoir / Alexandria Marzano-Lesnevich
BPL New Arrivals 364.1523 .M3698f

Bones: brothers, horses, cartels, and the borderland dream / Joe Tone
BPL New Arrivals 364.177 .T612b
(see also Bloodlines: the true story of a drug cartel, the FBI, and the battle for a horse-racing dynasty / Melissa Del Bosque)

Confessions of a cartel hit man / Martin
BPL New Arrivals 364.1523 .C817c

The Black Hand: the epic war between a brilliant detective and the deadliest secret society in American history / Stephan Talty
On order – will be in BPL New Arrivals

Death in the air: the true story of a serial killer, the great London smog, and the strangling of a city / Kate Winkler Dawson
BPL New Arrivals 364.1523 .D3253d

Ranger games: a story of soldiers, family, and an inexplicable crime / Ben Blum
BPL New Arrivals 364.1552 .B625r